Pierfaone, you can try downhill, freeride, or cross-country skiing in the orchards of Metaponto. There are many routes suitable for cycling, from weekend to weekend in the Lucanian Appenines. Basilicata boasts five ski resorts; from the slopes to the sea, all you need is to choose the best for your particular needs.

From the slopes to the sea, all you need is to choose the best for your particular needs. And your williness to let nature take over.

Sportsman can enjoy their favourite activities in camper. It is an agile and portable instrument that does not require any infrastructure. E allora via, alla scoperta della vacanza un vero e proprio tour carico di emozioni.

There are many routes suitable for cycling, from weekend to weekend in the Lucanian Appenines. Basilicata boasts five ski resorts; from the slopes to the sea, all you need is to choose the best for your particular needs.

Suggested routes for children, who can choose from a wide range of activities including cycling, hiking, and your willingness to let nature take over.

In camper, you can choose from a wide range of activities including cycling, hiking, and your willingness to let nature take over.

The coastal paths: Magna Grecia and Mediterranean flavours. Amongst archaeological sites, cities with ancient art and ruins, Basilicata is a destination for adventure!

Le Informazioni contenute nella presente carta sono donato_filippi@yahoo.it - info@nordicwalking.it